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The geography of values and the 
land of energy

This study provides a wind farm valuation/planning 
model, for territorial wind energy policies at a provincial 
scale. With reference to the case of territory of Syracuse, 
the pattern identifies the best layout of the plants under 
different conditions. The pattern, based on the integra-
tion of spatial-GIS and numeric calculation, provides a 
wide range of scenarios able to define a trade off energy/
information function characterising the decision pattern of 
a whole land-energy policy. Energy function includes en-
ergy production and the consequent Net Present Value of 
each plant; Information function includes the visual impacts 
of each plant given the qualities and the distances of the 
areas, which the plant is visible from. The best layout max-
imizes the energy/information-value function.

Introduction

The environmental issue, because of its generality, ubiquity, and urgency, has 
nowadays redirected the land approach from both scientific and politic points of 
view. Scientific observations and political decisions are interfaced by the value sys-
tem, a wide range of motivations, which the science of assessment should define 
as the basis of the valuation patterns.

Particularly, in the case of energy, each of the sources arising as an alterna-
tive to the immense chain of fossil fuels, implies the involvement of new resources 
and impacts, the production of new land facilities, the development of new indus-
tries and the decline of the traditional ones.

In contrast to fossil fuels, the off-grid energy facilities, and specifically the 
wind farms, have a definite land location whose impact isn’t yet clearly under-
stood, measured and valued because of a general  discordance of opinions about 
the concept of landscape.

The landscape notion exceeds the panorama one for including many structural 
and superstructural components. Among the structural ones, the land shape and 
the natural and climate phenomena, whereas the connected wealth distribution 
pattern, the modification of the value soil map, the set of externalities which can 
be produced and, from the anthropologic point of view, the acceptance of new and 
different capacities and uses of the land - which heavily involves psychological and 
cultural features as well - can be considered among the superstructural ones.
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The wide range of the interpretations of landscape raises several valuation and 
decisional issues about which assessment science, because of its scientific authority 
and its axiological determination, assumes not generic responsibilities. The value 
layer is the one upon which choices are made and decisional processes develop, 
so specific valuation patterns should be drawn in order to make land policies less 
arbitrary and contingent. Above all, the different layer of values should be distin-
guished and integrated so that the decisions can look both nearer and farther.

The responsibilities associated with energy production and its distribution 
could be considered the most general level of value. The fossil chain can be val-
ued highly unfair if we consider the political and military relationships between 
owners, producers, and users - as a result of which the price of energy is so low 
- and the history and geography of the consequences reflecting the “out of sight, 
out of mind pattern” (Pasqualetti, 2000, p. 384). On the contrary, an almost autar-
chic energy model, in which producers and users bear the impact as well, should 
be considered the fairest.

“Producing no global warming, wind power floods no canyons, demands no 
water, contaminates no soil, and leaves no permanent and dangerous waste. Wind 
generators can be installed and removed quickly; they are well suited to isolated, 
off-grid locations; and the cost of the electricity they produce is now comparable 
with that from conventional sources. In short, wind power is too good to be ig-
nored” (ib. p. 382).

As in the past, from this point of view, wind power is one of the approaches to 
land policy we could assume in order to attribute to the consumers the cost of its 
consumption, a sort of direct internalization of the environmental and human costs.

As in the past the form of the energy can become the landmark of sustainabil-
ity and environmental responsibility for a local community.

A lower level of value could concern the distribution of these impacts into a 
defined territorial context, which dimension should be related to the population 
and the energy needs. The space interdependence between the producer district 
and the consumer area (including high consumption equipment such as factories) 
can be influenced and guided by a coordinated system of government incentives 
bargained between the different economic subjects.

The third layer of values, specifically treated in this work, is the consistency 
and compatibility of the energy production model and the land(scape) values.

The different layers of values involved by the turn of the energy production 
pattern from fossil to renewable, should be combined taking into account the re-
sponsibility that the local energy policy attributes to a specific territory, considering: 
on one hand, the general commitment to reduce the GHG emissions and the conse-
quent specific competence of that territory; on the other, the landscape characteris-
tics as the limits which should be imposed to the development of the wind farms.

The need for a regulation of the landscape values comes from the subjectiv-
ity of the individual judgement about the introduction of artificial signs in natural 
(and sometimes cultural as well) contexts (NUI/Basilicata, 2013): in general, from 
a perceptive point of view, some types of plants (such as the photovoltaic fields) 
could be considered quite heavy. On the contrary the wind-towers, whose thin-
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ness and elegance could be appreciated, could contribute to imprint a specific 
character into a deserted and/or not characterized place. By contrast, whereas the 
wind turbines stand out and are visible from far away, the photovoltaic fields are 
perceived only from a short distance, so they might be preferred.

The more the relationship between natural context and artificial sign has been 
controversial, the more the profit motives have prevailed, especially because of the 
capability of increase in value caused by the government incentives (Bocca, 2013).

As a result of the distortion of the soil market values, there was a heavy infil-
tration of the criminal organizations both in procurement management and in de-
fining (by deforming) the landscape limits to apply to the location and dimension 
of the wind farms (Palazzolo and Baldessarro, 2012).

Therefore, the role of values becomes strategic in conforming policies as well 
as the role of policy in maintaining values. Public communication should explain 
the human, environmental and landscape costs of energy and its sustainability as 
well, so that consumers can express their preferences contributing to renovate the 
value system. 

Materials

The Regional Sicilian Environment Energy Plan

“Wind energy is the best opportunity for Sicily to produce clean energy reduc-
ing pollutant emissions, therefore it is necessary to optimize the planning of its ex-
ploitation. The estimation of the economic potentials gives rise to very high values 
of the installable power and the energy which can be produced. These values are 
so high that they represent an unrealistic situation of utilization of wind power” 
(Industry Department of the Sicilian Region, 2009, p. 52). This passage implicitly 
states the need (and the opportunity) for choosing the most suitable locations.

Since the ninth recital of the Decision of the Regional Government No 1 – 
February 3rd 2009 – approving the Regional Sicilian Environment Energy Plan 
(RSEEP) (Sicilian Region, 2009), politic, economical, technical and environmen-
tal purposes are listed: diversification of sources and rationalization of the whole 
energy system; development of a free energy market; environmental sustainabil-
ity of the exploitation of hydrocarbons; improvement of the BAT (best available 
technologies) by supporting the diffusion in small and medium-size business; the 
compatibility of the thermal power plants with the limits set by the Kyoto Proto-
col; completion of the natural gas infrastructure; improvement of sustainability in 
the transportation; sustaining of biofuels; land sustainability by the means of en-
ergy systems conversion; promotion of a strong energy saving policy by improv-
ing zero emission buildings; promotion and diffusion of RET (renewable energy 
technologies); encouraging the take-off of RET industrial chains and competition; 
improvement of smart network energy systems in electrical energy transportation; 
promotion of the hydrogen system for the storage of the energy produced by non 
continuous sources (wind, sun, water, geothermal).
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Therefore, wind energy is considered part of the general renovation of the 
energy system in Sicily which is in need for the storage and transportation infra-
structure adjustment.  

The Sheet S05, among the organizational tools of the Action Plan of the RSSEP, 
is aimed at the GIS for the creation of a Regional Energy Observatory for the 
monitoring of final consumption by sector and areas, the results expected by the 
specific actions planned with the measured data, the CO2 equivalent avoided 
emissions, the relationship between investment and energy savings and the em-
ployment induced by the actions that take place in the production cycles and in-
novation implemented energy systems.

Regarding these guidelines, we propose the extension of this observatory by 
means of the implementation of a GIS aimed at representing the land values. By 
means of such information system the data acquisition and the information man-
agement can become the most objective foundation of shared values which can be 
used for locating and dimensioning the wind farms, as farther exposed. 

The Sheets R05-R09 focus on: the wind energy system production, short-long 
period and micro-turbines; the different types of incentive concerning facilities 
and capital funding; the type of agreement like the net metering or green certifi-
cates (Rowlands, 2013) in case of plants exceeding 20 kW overcoming the limit of 
25.000 kWh/y.

The incentives depend on clearness and transparency of the projects as 
checked by the Department. 

Plant Districts are recommended especially in suburbs, industrial and rural ar-
eas. 

The Guidelines indicates the maximum height, the number of turbines and 
the minimum distances.

The incentives are related to the payback period and to the cost per spared 
ton of CO2.

Current and potential energy production in local context: the case study of the Province of 
Enna

The proposed case study concerns the territory of the Province of Enna. The 
Province Territorial Landscape (Superintendence of Enna, 2008) provides the use-
ful elements for the formation of a model for the valuation of the landscape im-
pact of the wind power plants at a provincial scale. The territory of the Province 
of Enna has an extension of 2.561 sq km, and its territory, mainly hilly and moun-
tainous, is favourable for the instalment of wind farms (Fig. 1).

The wind speed map provides higher values in the central and northern ar-
eas. The territory is characterized by significant naturalistic and socio-cultural val-
ues. If the surface of the urban areas and the related fixtures is detracted from the 
general surface, the restraint area is the 36,6 %, and the surface of the available 
area is 1623 sq Km (Fig. 2).

The here prefigured hypothesis: verify the instalment capability of the plants 
considering the landscape impact restraint inside a unitary policy. Therefore the 
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whole provincial territory is considered homogeneous regarding the choices of the 
single municipalities. As a consequence, the “irradiated” impacts from a municipality 
to the others due to the size and the height of the plants are meant as compensated 
by means of the royalties which can be paid according to the incentive system.

Methods

Concepts

The issue of the spatial cost of wind energy cannot be addressed without in-
volving the quality of the space committed and as a consequence the space cannot 
be considered without any reference to the landscape.

Figure 1. The Digital Elevation Model of the Province of Enna.
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The approach to the renewable energy technologies confirms that physical 
space and landscape are connected as well as energy and (in)form(ation).

The general question of the relationship between energy and information (the 
shape of territory we have assumed as landscape) has been widely addressed by 
F. Rizzo (1983; 1989; 1999, 2013) both in theory and concerning cultural heritage 
and environment. He starts from the similarity between the measure of entropy 
both in thermodynamics and in theory of information, gets through the issue of 
the dissipative structures (Prigogine) as natural communicative entities, and con-
tinues connecting them with autopoietic organizations and political-administrative 
systems described by a huge set of indicators gathered into an interactive matrix 
assumed as a valuation pattern (2003).

One of the most challenging issue of his theory is the relationship between 
probability and possibility, coming from the theory of the generative properties of 
a s-code formerly discussed by U. Eco (1988). In the specific case of wind farms we 
address the question of the trade off between wind energy production and land-
scape shape (information) loss.

The meaning (value) attributable to an object (a reference) depends on the 
characteristics (the signifier) as they are selected in social communication that 
is the space of relations (the semantic field) in which each object can be valued. 
Landscape can be considered the set of the semantic fields in where the relation-
ships between the objects (included the environmental context) and their values 
evolve. A double relationship between land and plants arises: 1. land(scape) can 

Figure 2. Allowed wind farm areas and wind speed areas.
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be considered the (binary, yes/not) code (a system of symbols) by the means of 
which the plant is selected: the plant shapes the “new landscape”, then its shape 
should enhance the landscape. Therefore, landscape should be assumed as matrix 
that generates the territory in its indistinguishable unit of energy (functions) and 
information (shape) so that the visual approach to landscape (European Land-
scape Convention, 2000, art. 1) should be overcame (Di Bene and Scazzosi, 2006).

Energy fairness and sustainability can be included into the bundle of land-
scape values if they are perceived as a solution to the environmental issue as well 
as a street is considered a value and a part of landscape if (and only if) its benefits 
are strictly connected with the whole community interests.

The Italian Ministry of Heritage and Cultural Activities (2012), in the Wind 
Farm Guidelines, provides general assessment criteria (historicity, antiquities, 
natural/wilderness, tranquillity, symbolism, rurality, identity factor, original/new 
meanings) and planning directions (compliance with the prevailing tracks, mor-
phology, size relationships, homogeneity of the provision of the turbines, height, 
disposition, colours and models) which we assume in two steps.

The first one concerns the selection of the areas more suitable to the plants 
settlement. This area changes depending on the power of the turbines and the 
landscape impact of the entity that you are willing to endure, so the global energy 
production potential can be calculated as an important item of a wide area energy 
policy.

The second one concerns the selected plant areas in which the best layout will 
be chosen.

In both cases the spatial evaluation model has been used in order to make eas-
ier the scenario analyses that can be helpful in the local energy planning in which 
environmental costs and economic advantages converge as main decisional items.

Cerroni and Venzi (2008) have carried out the “comparison between different 
location of a wind farm reconciling productivity and visual impact” considering 
the perceptual impact as perceived by interviewed users about different possible 
layouts; Nesticò (2012) provides a helpful detailed project financing model for the 
valuation of the best management option of the investment typology. 

In this case study we aim at providing a model in which three issues have 
been compared at the wide scale, and impact is due not to the perception, but to 
some general landscape characteristics as drawn by the Province Territory Land-
scape Plan (PTLP).

The planning/valuation model

For each typology (height) of turbines a plant area has been established con-
sidering the optimal distance between the turbines (five diameters), whose hy-
pothesized layout is regulated by a 400x400 m square grid. In the here reported 
hypothesis 80 m hub height 2000 kW turbines have been chosen. Each plant area 
is a 10x10 turbine square (3,6x3,6 km) inside which different layouts can be hy-
pothesized, concerning number and dislocation of the turbines according to the 
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design criteria indicated by the Ministry. The maximum turbine number for each 
plant area is reduced proportionally to the quota which would be comprised in 
protected areas (Fig. 4), according to the prescriptions by the Department of Land 
of Sicilian Region (2006).

For each anemometric station the calculation of the windy days for each speed 
class was made adapting a Gauss function to the observed distribution, as shown 
in Tab. 1 and Fig. 5

Associating to the turbines of each area the anemometric characteristics it is 
possible to calculate the specific producibility (Tab. 2). 

Once the expected production has been calculated, it is necessary to compare 
it to the plant costs. 

The calculation model is shown at Tab. 3 and comprises the voices relating to 
the investment and management costs.

Some of the unitary costs are functional to the localization, as for the case of 
the presence of roads or sloping ground, which are taken into account on the ba-
sis of the GIS spatial analysis, and the number of turbines, due to the scale econo-
mies which allow to reduce the fixed costs (Tab. 3).

The total cost has been calculated by adding the initial costs to the manage-
ment costs (Tab. 4) in the twenty years investment span. This way it is possible to 
compare costs to revenues. 

The annual revenues are calculated multiplying the produced energy by the 
sale price, as the consideration of the mechanism of the (Rowland, 2013) certifi-

Figure 3. Landscape values: in whit the allowed areas.
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cates will be subject to following analyses (Nesticò, 2012). The annual revenues 
will be capitalized the same way (Tab. 5).

The landscape impact is assessed with regard to the perceptual involvement 
of the areas from which the plants are visible and with regard to the different ar-
eas’ importance. The landscape evaluation has quantitative and qualitative dimen-
sions and the proposed method is based on a simplified version of the Bernetti 
and Marinelli study (2010).

The space analysis carried out with GIS tools provides the information basis 
starting from the Territorial Landscape Provincial Plan.

For this purpose two intervisible area measuring modes and three types of 
area have been taken into account:
1. the intervisible area is measured:

1.1. in absolute terms, to assess the potential impact and the incidental over-
lapping between areas at different intervisibility; 

1.2. in relative terms, reducing the entity of the visible area with a coefficient 
which keeps into account the distance and the actually visible size of the 
turbines;

2. the considered intervisible area is articulated in:
2.1. total intervisible area;
2.2. intervisible area comprised in the protected areas;
2.3. intervisible area comprised in natural areas, that means characterized by 

non productive and non transformative land uses (Tab. 6 and Fig. 6)

Figure 4. First hypothesis about plant areas location by considering allowed and high wind 
speed areas: in each area the allowed turbines.
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Table 1. Calculation of the probability function of wind speed for each anemometer station – 
h=10m; yo=data; y=estimation.

Figure 5. Probability function for each anemometer station - h=80m.
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Therefore the decisional problem concerns the maximization of the landscape 
value function given the economic performance restraint, or, vice versa, the maxi-
mization of the latter minimizing the impact; the quantitative and qualitative ar-
ticulation of the consideration of the intervisible surface allows to perform these 
maximizations on the basis of the different scenarios which correspond to the 
mode to assume the territory, i.e. considering it as a unity independently from its 
qualities, or raising the weight of the cultural or naturalistic aspects in order to 
make the plan more adaptable. 

Some method specifications about the use of GIS

The calculation of the characteristics of the intervisible areas has been carried 
out using some spatial analysis functions on the basis of the data deduced from 
the landscape plan of the Province of Enna, converted in raster format with a 40 
metre side, overlay functions between thematisms, anemometric data of the eight 
stations of the province, and the numeric cartography. In particular:

Table 2. Calculation of the productivity of the 31 plant areas.
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• For the calculation and the representation of the intervisibility values the tool of 
the Spatial Analyst has been used after constructing the DEM (Digital Elevation 
Model) model with cells the square size of 40 m side in raster ambient. Through 
the DEM the intervisibility analysis has been launched on all the provincial ter-
ritory of the 31 areas of the plant, keeping into account the parameters of the 
heights of the turbines at the hub, and the Zenith and Azimuth angle. The results 
represent the portion of territory visible from the wind farm in comparison to 
the portion which it is not possible to see;

• the slops method, necessary to define a cost coefficient of the localization of the 
turbines, was carried out starting from the DEM expressed in degrees as well;

• The naturalistic value on the botanic point of view has been calculated referring 

Table 3. Calculation of the investment cost for each plant area. The unit for elementary cost is 
kW.
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to the entity of the local vegetation, which approaches or coincides with the po-
tential one, that means the one which would grow in the absence of antropiza-
tion; the utilized scale value gives the naturalistic botanic value on the grounds 
of the evolution stadium of phytocenosis and the degree of conservation in the 
studied area. No value has been attributed to the not appraisable cases, as they 
are almost without vegetation (urbanized areas, active quarries);

• The anemometric analyses are performed on the basis of the data of the meteor-
ology stations

• of the Informative Agro-meteorology Service of the Sicilian Region. The con-

Table 4. Operative costs and total discounted cost.
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struction of the wind speed maps has been carried out with spatial interpola-
tions starting from the punctual data of eight anemometric stations, in order to 
convert discrete data in a continuous function with the Spatial Moving Average 
procedure; the latter allows to calculate the values of each point basing on the 
values of the adjacent points, through one medium weighing of the values in the 
known points. The weights are inversely proportional to the distance from the 
considered point;

• The landscape value chart includes: the protected archaeology areas defined 
with local government decree and the areas of archaeology interest, the hydro-

Table 5. Operative total discounted revenues and 0 discounted rate Payback Period.
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geology restraints, the hydrograph network with its respected areas, the SIC 
and ZPS areas, the woods of the forest domain, the natural reserves and the 
regional parks, restraints referring to the  Dgls 42/2004, 156/2006 e 57/2006 and 
in particular those referring to Art. 142 – Protected Areas by Law – Forests and 
Woods (lett. f), the perimeters of the urban centres and their respected areas. 
The data are deduced from the Landscape Plan of the Province of Enna, con-
verted in raster format with 40 metre side, to launch the overlay functions on 
the other thematisms.
One logic diagram of the above mentioned functions is inserted in Fig. 7.

Results and discussions

The application of the model provides a classification of the plant areas basing 
on their economic and landscape performances. Regarding the maximum devel-
opment of the plants a number of turbines equal to 15 per plant area has been 
indicated. The best plant areas are indicated by the black cells in the last column 
of Tab. 7. Due to the different wind speeds, the economic performances are highly 
variable. No plant area showing a negative economic result has been chosen. 

The selected plant areas and their total intervisible area are represented in 
Fig. 8. A further survey about the environmental performance could concern the 
hoarded impact of more wind farms, so that a new ranking should be done.

Table 6. Assessment of landscape impact: total area, bound area and natural area visibility (0 = 
max impact; 2 = min impact).
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By using the normalized performances scores the plants can be compared in 
order to appreciate the trade off relations (Fig. 9) between landscape and econom-
ic qualities. The scatters represent the plant areas assessed from the point of view 
of the y (first) and the x (second) performances. The spatial and landscape per-
formances result significantly related, while the economic ones, because of highly 
dependent by the heterogeneous wind speeds cannot be valued together.

Therefore, by the information about the localization of the different anemo-
metric stations, the plant have clustered in order to appreciated these relation-
ships into smaller but more homogeneous sets.

Figure 6. Intervisibility of four of the 31 plant areas. The grey scale indicates the visibility factor.
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Figure 7. Logical scheme of the GIS functions.

Table 7. General valuation scheme; selection of the best plants area (last column). The grey cells 
indicate a high level performances (columns) of each plant area (rows).  
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Figure 8. Intervisibility of the best plant areas.

Figure 9. Relationships between economic and landscape performances.
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Tab. 8 shows the five clusters, the first of which hasn’t be taken into account be-
cause of its irrelevant economic performance. The main and most evident trade off 
relationship can be appreciated using the aggregated intervisibility index (aws) relat-
ed to quantitative and qualitative characteristics of the visible area, and the external 
rate of return (R-C)/C. The fourth graph of Fig. 10 shows the different relationships.

These relationships depend on, and at the same time describe and synthesize, 
the more general relationship between “natural structures, technological infra-
structures and cultural superstructures” (Rizzo, 1999).

Some criticalities of the model concern, as widely reported in literature as 
well, the correspondence between potential producibility and actual production. 
For this reason the coefficient which transforms the wind speed from 10 to 80 m 
has been prudentially reduced in order to avoid overestimates. 

This aspect is very important for the correct planning and an accurate incen-
tive, and also to prevent a scarcely productive and very invasive plant from pre-
cluding the possibility to install some more performing ones. 

Table 8. Clustering of the plant areas.
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Conclusions

The definition of a geography of values is the most crucial conceptual and 
evaluative landscape, because of the objectification of a territorial profile in the 
specific sense of wind energy production. The territory is read referring to its 
structural capability to generate the most consistent and coherent flows of energy 
and information, whose combination and specification constitutes the substance of 
the value and the main argument of the policies of a large area.

The general sense of the proposed experimentation consists of the awareness 
that renewable energy is a necessary future, and that it is necessary to avoid mak-
ing the same mistakes made when, thinking of the same for the fossil ones, ter-
ritories have been devastated carelessly, and models of use of the land at elevated 
transformative and entropic intensity have been imposed. The Sicilian coasts bear 
the heavy and irreversible scars of this. Looking with suspicion at the novelties al-
lows to assume a prudent approach, and stimulates the predisposition of preven-
tive tools aimed at acquiring a better knowledge. A knowledge finalized in estima-
tive sense is in itself valorising, in the sense that it allows to raise the planning 

Figure 10. Cluster of plant areas: different relationships between economic and landscape perfor-
mances.
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capability of the territory just highlighting its potentials; this consists of the pos-
sibility that the knowledge of the geography of values allows to produce coherent 
and comparable groups of alternative options – aspect which the project valuation 
takes highly into account – and these retroact on the reality of values.

This is the reason why providing definitive solutions and layouts has been 
chosen. The former will be established only as the result of the use of the model, 
and the production of most part of the valorising information. 

The awareness of the spatial ambient and environmental cost of energy, evi-
dent when all effects are contained in the space and time of the socio-territorial 
context of the users, makes clear the level of environmental responsibility of each 
more watt required in terms of surfaces and areas utilized respectively for the in-
stalment of the plant and the irradiation of its visual presence. 

This first information gives rise to a different way of seeing, and therefore or 
valorising, energy in itself: the landscape impact constitutes a direct, concrete and 
perceptible measure of the value of energy production, as it internalizes nearly 
all the costs of the latter, and makes them evident as signs on the territory. As a 
consequence territorial local planning, and above all energy planning at national 
and international level, require an axiological transfiguration of the material sub-
stance of this cost participating in the multiple measures of value. Apart from the 
abstraction of the proposed model, a very important aspect of the energy policy is 
indeed the relation between needs and uses,   

which involves the economic and moral and landscape issues as well. In fact, 
energy landscape means that a territory is responsible for its energy consumption, 
and the wind farm sign measures its needs.
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